To understand the collective spiking activity in neuronal populations, it is essential to reveal basic circuit variables responsible for these emergent functional states. Here, I develop a mean field theory for the population coupling recently proposed in the studies of visual cortex of mouse and monkey, relating the individual neuron activity to the population activity, and extend the original form to the second order, relating neuron-pair's activity to the population activity, to explain the high order correlations observed in the neural data. I test the computational framework on the salamander retinal data and the cortical spiking data of behaving rats. For the retinal data, both population couplings explain on average more than 54% of the correlation profile, while for the cortical data, the performance becomes much better, and the second order population coupling reveals hub effects in local cortical circuits.
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I. INTRODUCTION
To uncover the neural circuit mechanisms underlying animal behavior, e.g., working memory or decision making, is a fundamental issue in systems neuroscience [1, 2] . Recent developments in multi-neuron recording methods make simultaneous recording of neuronal population activity possible, which gives rise to the challenging computational tasks of finding basic circuit variables responsible for the observed collective behavior of neural populations [3] . The collective behavior arises from interactions among neurons, and forms the high dimensional neural code. To search for a low dimensional and yet neurobiologically plausible representation of the neural code, thus becomes a key step to understand how the collective states generate behavior and cognition.
Correlations among neurons' spiking activities play a prominent role in deciphering the neural code [4] . Various models were proposed to understand the pairwise correlations in the population activity [5] [6] [7] . Modeling these correlations sheds light on the functional organization of the nervous system [8] . However, as the population size grows, higher order correlations have to be taken into account for modeling synchronous spiking events, which are believed to be crucial for neural information transmission [9] [10] [11] . In addition, the conclusion drawn from small size populations may not be correct for large size populations. Theoretical studies have already proved that high order interactions among neurons are necessary for generating widespread population activity [12, 13] . However, introduction of high order multi-neuron couplings always suffers from a combinatorial explosion of model parameters to be estimated from the finite neural spike train data.
To account for high order correlations, various models with different levels of approximation were proposed, for example, the reliable interaction model [14] with the main caveat that the rare patterns are discarded during inferring the coupling terms, the dichotomized Gaussian model [7, 15] in which correlations among neurons are caused by common Gaussian inputs to threshold neurons, the K-pairwise model [16, 17] in which an effective potential related to the synchronous firing of K neurons was introduced, yet hard to be interpreted in terms of functional connectivity, and the restricted Boltzmann machine [18] where hidden units were shown to be capable of capturing high order dependences but their number should be predefined and difficult to infer from the data [19] . One can also take into account part of the statistical features of the population activity (e.g., simultaneous silent neural pattern) and assume homogeneity for high order interactions among neurons due to the population size limitation [20] . However, the functional heterogeneity of neurons (i.e., cell-to-cell variability) plays an important role in efficient population coding [21] [22] [23] . In this paper, I provide a low dimensional neurobiological model for describing the high order correlations and extracting useful information about neural functional organization and population coding.
In this study, I interpret correlations in terms of population coupling, a concept recently proposed to understand the multi-neuron firing patterns of the visual cortex of mouse and monkey [23] . The population coupling characterizes the relationship of the activity of a single neuron with the population activity; this is because, the firing of one neuron is usually correlated with the firing pattern of other neurons. I further generalize the original population coupling to its higher order form, i.e., the relationship of pairwise firing with the population activity. I then derive the practical dimensionality reduction method for both types of population couplings, and test the method on different types of neural data, including ganglion cells in the salamander retina onto which a repeated natural movie was projected [17] , and layer 2/3 as well as layer 5 cortical cells in the medial prefrontal cortex (MPC) of behaving rats [24] .
II. MODEL DESCRIPTION
For a neuronal population of size N , the neural spike trains of duration T are binned with temporal resolution τ , yielding M = T /τ samples of N -dimensional binary neural firing patterns. I use s i = +1 to denote firing state of neuron i, and s i = −1 for silent state. Neural responses to repeated stimulus (or the same behavioral tasks) vary substantially (so-called trial-to-trial variability) [25, 26] . To model the firing pattern statistics, I assign each firing pattern s a cost function (energy in statistical physics jargon) E(s), then the probability of observing one pattern s can be written as P (s) ∝ exp(−E(s)), where
This is the first low dimensional representation to be studied. High energy state s corresponds to low probability of observation. h i is the firing bias constraining the firing rate of neuron i, while J i characterizes how strongly neuron i's spiking activity correlates with the population activity measured by the sum of other neurons' activity. I name J i the first order population coupling (PopC 1 ). Thus, only 2N parameters needs to be estimated from the neural data. This number of model parameters is much less than that in conventional maximum entropy model [17] .
To model the high order correlation (e.g., three neuron firing correlation), I further generalize PopC 1 to its advanced form, i.e., the second order population coupling, namely PopC 2 , describing the relationship of pairwise firing with the population activity, and the corresponding energy is given by
where w ij characterizes how strongly the firing state of the neuron pair (ij) correlates with the firing activities of other neurons. This term is expected to increase the prediction ability for modeling high order correlations in the neural data. Under the framework of PopC 2 , the total number of parameters to be estimated from the data is N + N (N − 1)/2. PopC 1 and PopC 2 have a clear neurobiological interpretation (for PopC 1 , see a recent study [23] , and the results obtained under the PopC 2 can also be experimentally tested), and moreover they can be interpreted in terms of functional interactions among neurons (as shown later). To find the model parameters as a low dimensional representation, I apply the maximum likelihood learning principle corresponding to maximizing the log-likelihood ln P (s) with respect to the parameters. The learning equation for PopC 1 is given by
where t and η denote the learning step and learning rate, respectively. The maximum likelihood learning shown here has a simple interpretation of minimizing the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the observation probability and the model probability [27, 28] . In an analogous way, one gets the learning equation for PopC 2 ,
In the learning equations Eq. (3) and Eq. (4), the data dependent terms can be easily computed from the binned neural data. However, the model expectations of the firing rate (magnetization in statistical physics) and correlations are quite hard to evaluate without any approximations. Here I use the mean field method to tackle this difficulty. First, I write the energy term into a unified form (also called Ising model [29] ),
where a denotes the interaction index and ∂a denotes the neuron set involved in the interaction a. a = (ij) for PopC 1 and (ijk) for PopC 2 . Therefore, PopC 1 introduces the pairwise interaction as Γ ij = J i + J j , while PopC 2 introduces the triplet interaction as Γ ijk = w ij + w jk + w ik . The multi-neuron interaction in the conventional Ising model is decomposed into first order or second order population coupling terms. This decomposition still maintains the functional heterogeneity of single neurons or neuron pairs, but reduces drastically the dimensionality of the neural representation for explaining high order correlations. Second, the statistical properties of the model (Eq. 5) can be analyzed by the cavity method in the mean field theory [30] . The self-consistent equations are written in the form of message passing (detailed derivations were given in Refs [31, 32] ) as
where ∂b\i denotes the member of interaction b except i, and ∂i\a denotes the interaction set i is involved in with a removed. m i→a is interpreted as the message passing from the neuron i to the interaction a it participates in, whilê m b→i is interpreted as the message passing from the interaction b to its member i. This iteration equation is also called the belief propagation (BP), which serves as the message passing algorithm for the statistical inference of the model parameters. Iteration of the message passing equation on the inferred model would converge to a fixed point corresponding to a global minimum of the free energy (in the cavity method approximation [32] )
where Z is the normalization constant of the model probability P (s). The free energy contribution of one neuron is − ln Z i = − ln x=±1 H i (x) and the free energy contribution of one interaction is − ln
At the same time, the model firing rate and multi-neuron correlation can also be estimated as
Magnetization and correlation are defined as m i = s i and C a = i∈∂a s i , respectively. Here the multi-neuron correlation is calculated directly from the cavity method approximation and expected to be accurate enough for current neural data analysis [33] . Another advantage is the low computation cost. A more accurate expression could be derived from linear response theory [34] with much more expensive computational cost.
Finally, one can also estimate the entropy of the model from the fixed point of the message passing equation. The entropy is defined as S = − s P (s) ln P (s), and it measures the capacity of the neural population for information transmission. The more obvious variability the neural responses have, the larger the entropy value is. Based on the standard thermodynamic relation, S = −F + E, where E is the energy of the neural population and given by Note that the iteration converges in a few steps at each learning stage, and estimated magnetizations as well as correlations are used at each gradient ascent learning step. To learn the higher order population coupling, the damping technique is used to avoid oscillation behavior, i.e., w new = γw new + (1 − γ)w old where γ is the damping factor taking a small value.
The inferred model also predicts the distribution of spike synchrony, i.e., the probability of K simultaneous spikes. This distribution can be estimated by using Monte Carlo (MC) simulation on the model. The standard procedure goes as follows. The simulation starts from a random initial configuration s 0 , and tries to search for the low energy state, then the energy is lowered by a series of elementary updates, and for each elementary update, N proposed neuronal state flips are carried out. That is, the transition probability from state s to s with only s i flipped (s i = −s i ) is expressed as e −2siHi where H i = h i + a∈∂i Γ a j∈∂a\i s j . The equilibrium samples are collected after sufficient thermal equilibration. These samples (a total of 20000 samples in simulations) are finally used to estimate the distribution of spike synchrony.
III. RESULTS
By using the mean field method, I first test both types of population couplings on the retina data, which is the spike train of 160 ganglion cells in a small patch of the salamander retina [17] . The retina was stimulated with a repeated natural movie. The spike train data is binned with the bin size equal to 20ms reflecting the temporal correlation time scale, yielding about 282744 binary firing patterns for data modeling.
I then test the same concepts on the cortical data of behaving rats. Rats performed the odor-place matching working memory during one task session, and spiking activities of 117 cells in both superficial layer 2/3 and deep layer (layer 5) of medial prefrontal cortex were simultaneously recorded (for detailed experiments, see Ref. [24] ). One task session consists of about 40 trials, yielding a spike train of these cortical cells binned with the temporal resolution τ = 20ms (a total of 140596 firing patterns).
A. Inference performances on the retinal data Fig. 1 reports the inference result on a network example of 40 neurons selected randomly from the original dataset. The firing rate is predicted faithfully by the model using either MC or BP (Fig. 1 (A) ). Inferring only PopC 1 , one could predict about 74.10% of entire pairwise correlation (a precision criterion is set to 7.0 × 10 −3 ) (Fig. 1 (B) ). Using the sampled configurations of neural firing activity from the MC simulation, one could also predict three-cell correlations ( Fig. 1 (C) ), whereas, the prediction fraction can be improved by a significant amount after introducing PopC 2 , as I shall show later. In addition, fitting only 2N model parameters in PopC 1 analysis could not predict the tail of spike synchrony distribution ( Fig. 1 (D) ); this is expected as no higher order interaction terms are included in the model, and rare events of large K spikes are also difficult to observe in a finite sampling during MC simulations.
The inference results of PopC 2 are given in Fig. 2 . Note that, by considering the correlation between the pairwise firing activity and the global population activity, i.e., the second order population coupling, the three-cell correlation could be predicted partially (64.44%), and this fraction is much larger than that of PopC 1 (Fig. 1 (C) ). This is due to the specific structure of PopC 2 , which incorporates explicitly three-cell correlations into the construction of couplings (Eq. (4)). Technically, PopC 2 avoids the slow sampling and evaluates the high order correlations in a fast way. Furthermore, one could fit the data using the conventional Ising model [29] with the same number of model parameters as PopC 2 , whereas, the three-cell correlations are hard to predict using MC samplings, and a similar phenomenon was also observed in a previous work for modeling pairwise correlations [34] . Therefore I speculate that PopC 2 acts as a key circuit variable for third order correlations.
The interaction matrix of {w ij } reveals how important each pair of neurons is for the entire population activity (emergent functional state of the whole network). As shown in Fig. 2 (C), PopC 2 matrix has no apparent structure of organization, i.e., each neuron can be paired with both positive and negative couplings. Some pairs have large negative PopC 2 , suggesting that these components are anti-correlated with the population activity. That is to say, the activity of these neuron-pairs is not synchronized to the population activity characterized by the summed activity over all neurons except these pairs. In the network, there also exist positive PopC 2 s, which shows that these neuron-pairs are positively correlated with the population in neural activity. The interaction matrix shown here may be related to the revealed overlapping modular structure of retinal neuron interactions [8, 14] . In this structure, neurons interact locally with their adjacent neurons, and in particular this feature is scalable and applicable for larger networks. It seems that one individual neuron does not impact directly the entire population, and a small group of neighboring neurons have similar visual feature selectivity [21] . PopC 2 behaves better than PopC 1 in predicting the spike synchrony distribution (Fig. 2 (D) ) in the small K regime (the prediction is improved from K = 4 for PopC 1 to K = 8 for PopC 2 ). An intuitive explanation is that PopC 2 introduces equivalently triplet interactions among neurons, and it is known that high order interactions are necessary for generating widespread population activity [12] . However, PopC 2 overestimates the distribution when rare events of synchronous spiking are considered. This may be related to the difficulty of obtaining sufficient equilibrium samples of the model, especially those samples with large population activity.
The amount of statistical structure in the neural data due to introducing interactions among neurons can be measured by the multi-information [5] . I first introduce an independent model where only the firing rates of individual neurons are fitted and the corresponding entropy is defined as S ind . The multi-information is then defined as I(N ) = S ind −S model , in which S ind = i x=±1 S((1+m i x)/2), where S(u) = −u ln u, and S model is assumed to be an upper bound to the true entropy. The true entropy for large populations is difficult to estimate since it requires including all possible interactions among neurons. However, the model entropy with low order interaction parameters could be an approximate information capacity for the neural population, which depends on how significant the higher order correlations are in the population. Fig. 3 (a) shows the multi-information as a function of the network size. PopC 1 and PopC 2 are compared with the Ising model [34] , which reconstructs faithfully the pairwise correlations. PopC 2 improves significantly over PopC 1 in capturing the information content of the network, but its multi-information is still below that of the Ising model, which is much more evident for larger network size. This is expected, because only part of third order correlations are captured by PopC 2 , while the Ising model describes accurately the entire pairwise correlation profile which may be the main contributor to the collective behavior observed in the population. However, PopC 2 provides us an easy way to understand the higher order correlation, while in the Ising model, it is computationally difficult to estimate the higher order correlations. The average prediction fraction of correlations by PopC 1 and PopC 2 is plotted in Fig. 3  (b) . PopC 1 predicts more than 75% of the pairwise correlations, while PopC 2 predicts more than 54% of the triplet correlations. The prediction fraction changes slightly with the network size. 
B. Inference performances on the cortical data
To show the inference performance of both types of population couplings on the cortical data, I randomly select a typical network example of 40 neurons from the original dataset, and then apply the computation scheme to this typical example. Results are shown in Fig. 4 . Surprisingly, the simplified PopC 1 is able to capture as high as 99.23% of pairwise correlations, implying that when a rat performed working memory tasks, there exists a simplified model to describe emergent functional states in the medial prefrontal cortical circuit. Moreover, MC sampling of the PopC 1 model also predicts well the spike synchrony distribution (Fig. 4 (D) ). This is very different from that observed in the retinal data. In this sense, the MPC circuit is simple in its functional states when the subject is performing specified tasks.
More interesting circuit features are revealed by PopC 2 , which is shown in Fig. 5 . About 94.79% of three-cell correlations are explained by PopC 2 in the MPC circuit. The interaction matrix of PopC 2 in Fig. 5 (C) shows a clear hubs' structure in the cortical circuit (stripe-like structure). That is, some neurons interact strongly with nearly all the other neurons in the selected population, and these interactions have nearly identical strength of PopC 2 . Such neurons having stripe-like structure in the PopC 2 matrix may receive a large number of excitatory inputs from pyramidal neurons [24] , and thus play a key role in shaping the collective spiking behavior during the working memory task. The hubs and non-local effects are consistent with findings reported in the original experimental paper (crosscorrelogram analysis) [24] . Thus, to some extent, PopC 2 reflects intrinsic connectivity in the cortical circuit. Lastly, PopC 2 overestimates the tail of the spike synchrony distribution (Fig. 5 (D) ), which may be caused by the sampling difficulty of the inferred model (a model with triplet interactions among its elements).
Multi-information versus the cortical network size is plotted in Fig. 6 (a) . In the cortical circuit, PopC 2 behaves comparably with the Ising model; even for some network size (N = 50), it reports a higher information content than the Ising model in the randomly selected subpopulations, which may be caused by the nature of the selected neurons (e.g., inhibitory interneurons [24] , and they have stripe-like structure in the PopC 2 matrix). Note that PopC 1 gives an information close to zero for small network sizes, suggesting that by introducing PopC 1 , one could not increase significantly the amount of statistical structure in the network activity explained by the model. However, the multiinformation of PopC 1 grows with the network size, indicating that the role of PopC 1 would be significant for larger neural populations. Fig. 6 (b) reports the prediction fraction of the correlation profile by applying PopC 1 and PopC 2 . Both population couplings can capture over 90% of correlations, which is significantly different from that observed in the retinal data.
IV. DISCUSSION
The emergent properties of the neural code arise from interactions among individual neurons. A complete characterization of the population activity is difficult, because on the one hand, the number of potential interactions suffers from a combinatorial explosion, on the other hand, the collective behavior at the network level would become much more complex as the network size grows. In this paper, I develop a theoretical framework to understand how pairwise or higher order correlations arise and the basic circuit variables corresponding to these correlation structures. The model is based on the concept of population coupling, characterizing the relationship between local firing activity of individual neuron or neuron-pair and the global neural activity. An advantage is that, it provides a low dimensional and neurobiologically interpretable representation to understand the functional interaction between neurons and their correlation structures. In particular, the concept of population coupling and the associated mean field method used in this paper offer an easy way to evaluate higher order correlations, while the usual sampling method is computationally hard and traditional models (e.g., Ising model) lack a direct interpretation of higher order correlations in terms of simplified (population) couplings.
With the mean field method, the concept of population coupling is tested on two different types of neural data. One is the firing neural activities of retinal ganglion cells under natural movie stimuli. The other is the population activities of medial prefrontal cortex when a rat was performing odor-place matching working memory tasks. For the retinal data, on average PopC 1 accounts for more than 75% of pairwise correlations, and PopC 2 accounts for over 54% of three-cell correlations. The interaction matrix of PopC 2 contains information about the functional interaction features in the retinal circuitry. It seems that a retinal neuron can be paired with not only negatively strong couplings, but also slightly positive couplings. Only a few pairs of neurons have strong correlations with the global activity of the population. To describe the spike synchrony distribution, PopC 2 performs better than PopC 1 , nevertheless, both of them could not capture the trend of the tail (rare events related to higher order interactions existing in the network). This is not surprising, because PopC 1 and PopC 2 are simplified descriptions of the original high dimensional neural activity, taking the trade-off between the computation complexity and the description goodness.
To extract the statistical structure embedded in the neural population, PopC 2 improves significantly over PopC 1 , and has further additional benefit of describing the third-order correlations observed in the data, as PopC 2 could be used to construct triplet interactions among neurons, although direct constructing all possible triplet interactions is extremely computationally difficult.
Unlike the retinal circuit, the cortical circuit yields a much smaller absolute value of the multi-information, implying that no significant higher order correlations (interactions) were present in the neural circuit when the circuit was carrying out task-related information processing rather than encoding well-structured stimuli (as in the retinal network). This also explains why a simplified description such as PopC 1 and PopC 2 is accurate enough to capture the main features of the population activity, including the spike synchrony distribution. The inferred model on the cortical data reveals a different interaction map from that of the retinal circuit. In the cortical circuit, neurons form the stripe-like structure in the interaction matrix, suggesting that these neurons may receive a large number of excitatory inputs [24] . These inputs may come from different layers of cortex, and they can execute top-down or bottom-up information processing, thus modulate the global brain state in the target cortex during behavioral tasks.
In summary, I develop a theoretical model of population coupling and its advanced form, to relate the correlation profile in the neural collective activity to the basic circuit variables. The practical dimensional reduction method is tested on different types of neural data, and specific features of neural circuit are revealed. This model aiming at describing high order correlations with a low order representation, is expected to be useful for modeling big neural data, and also deserves further studies either by introducing regularization in the learning equation or by incorporating more physiologically plausible parameters to explain how the collective spiking behavior arises from the microscopic interactions among the basic units. Another interesting study is to clarify the role of higher order correlations in decoding performances based on maximum likelihood principles [35, 36] .
